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Cadillac's STS moniker first appeared as a limited-edition, custom-built, sport-tuned version of
the Cadillac Seville. Intended to stop the bleeding of Cadillac customers to European marques,
the Seville STS entered series production in and was a marked and rare success for the brand.
It wasn't quite a BMW-killer, but it showed that Cadillac was serious about developing a
performance model. A new Euro-themed Seville appeared for , and the high-performance STS
version was the car we enthusiasts had been waiting for. When the Seville's replacement
showed up for the model year, it dropped the Seville name, and became simply the STS. While
the Seville had been a front-wheel-drive car since the s, the new STS had a longitudinal engine
and was available with rear- or all-wheel-drive. That made it the first rear-drive Cadillac in 25
years, and the first all-wheel-drive car in Cadillac's history. Though it was fortified with stiffer
springs, quicker steering, and bigger brakes, the STS-V was tuned for civility, so it trailed
contemporary German gunboats on twisty roads. A mesh grille, matching mesh insert between
the tailpipes, and six-bolt wheels distinguish it from other STS models. The Cadillac STS got its
first and only facelift for the model year, with an enlarged grille, fender vents, and minor
changes to the interior. The V-6 got direct fuel injection, boosting its output to hp, and it was
paired with a six-speed automatic. Many of the options reserved for the V-8 model were now
available with the V-6, and the larger engine, still producing just hp, was rendered largely
superfluous. There was no direct replacement for the STS, though the second-generation CTS,
introduced in , was nearly the same size. It was introduced in and discontinued in The STS had
more space under the hood, allowing for lower-restriction intake and exhaust plumbing. Like
other late-model Cadillacs, the STS hasn't attracted much attention from collectors, though it
probably should. The Seville STS was a watershed car for Cadillac, the one that proved that
General Motors really could compete with the Europeans on both style and substance if it set its
corporate mind to do so. These cars can still be found in running condition, and often at bargain
prices. The same goes for the version, which is less common, but also less expensive. It's also
very rare for a GM product, with just over 2, made over a four-year run. The collector car market
has not yet embraced the STS-V, but we feel certain that it will someday. If this is a car you have
your heart set on, better to act sooner than later. Cadillacs of this era were popular with older
buyers, and there are still well-kept low-mileage examples to be found. States like Arizona and
Florida, or other relatively rust-free areas popular with retirees, are a good place to look. Bear in
mind that the Northstar V-8 engine is prone to electrical problems that can be expensive to fix. A
thorough pre-purchase inspection by a mechanic well versed in Cadillacs is a smart investment.
The STS was the high-performance version of the Seville from until In the Seville was renamed
STS. The STS was certainly a landmark car, as it was the first rear-drive Cadillac in 25 years, the
first all-wheel-drive Cadillac ever, and an early adapter of Cadillac's Art and Science design
theme. As a used car it's an affordable and comfortable ride, though V-8 versions can be
troublesome. The supercharged STS-V is quite a bit more expensive on the used market but still
a good value considering its rarity. The last year of production for the Cadillac STS was Close
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birth in anything with wheels, Jim developed a love of mechanical devices that became a
lifetime love affair with automobiles and their designs. As a young boy in Houston, Texas, he
started drawing cars and went on to a GM sponsored mechanics program, a formal 3-year
apprenticeship in European cars and a further 2-year Ferrari apprenticeship. He has had his
own business restoring and repairing high-end sports cars since , primarily specializing in
high-end classic Italian and Japanese automobiles. Having held his first job as a mechanic at
the age of 13, Jim now has half a century of experience with cars of diverse makes and origins.
Jim started Simpson Design in as an outlet for his original design work in building custom
sports cars. His work has caught the eye of other noted designers such as Pete Brock. One of
his creations, Blue Ray 3 , a concept car built on a preproduction second generation Mazda
prototype chassis, represented Nardi at their 60th anniversary at the Concorso Italiano during
the Monterey Pebble Beach weekend. As part of his associations with Mazda, his designs on
Miata platforms have been featured in Mazda's booth at the Laguna Seca Historic races. In
addition to his business experience as a designer and mechanic, Jim has appeared as a
speaker and celebrity judge at automotive events across the country. He has returned in more
recent years as a celebrity judge adjudicating the Concept class. Simpson Design specializes in
unique, hand-built exotic automobiles combining the high level of style and quality of vintage
classics with reliability and mechanical peace of mind of modern sportscar technology.
Because we build cars tailored to the individual client's needs and budget, SD owners can
spend more time on the road and less time in the shop. Anyone with enough money to burn can
drive a big name brand sportscar identical to all the others produced on an assembly line. I've
never seen anything like it! While we produced body conversion kits for enthusiast builders in

the past, all cars now produced by Simpson Design are built and customized by hand by Jim
Simpson himself. Jim Simpson Interested from birth in anything with wheels, Jim developed a
love of mechanical devices that became a lifetime love affair with automobiles and their
designs. Simpson Design Simpson Design specializes in unique, hand-built exotic automobiles
combining the high level of style and quality of vintage classics with reliability and mechanical
peace of mind of modern sportscar technology. Medium and Heavy Commercial Vehicles have
tough lives, making long-haul journeys of many hundreds of thousands of kilometres during
their lifetimes. At the same time they need to provide a safe and comfortable temporary home
for drivers. STS systems and components reduce truck noise, make the inside of the cabin
elegant and functional and the exterior visually appealing and aerodynamic. Performance and
function in perfect harmony ensure optimised and competitive costs as well as an
uncompromising lower weight. Light Commercial Vehicles are crucial for last-mile logistics.
Both vehicle and driver undertake a tough job and these vehicles need to be
ergonomically-designed and provide comfort, functionality and extreme durability. Economic
constraints are tough because the competition is high. STS has a broad experience in this
market segment and is an experienced and recognised supplier of many parts for these
vehicles, soft trim and hard trim for the LCV interior, exterior and engine. Passenger cars from
small to big, from practical to sporty should guarantee low noise levels and optimised sound in
all situations. The parts required to achieve these high standards should also be lightweight.
The STS team uses its extensive experience in the design and manufacture of parts for a broad
variety of applications in and around the whole car. Outstanding interior solutions provide
acoustic parts and assemblies with various surface materials. Providing solutions for
prestigious high-end brands is one of the most ambitious challenges in the automotive
business. STS rises to this challenge with over 80 years of experience working with the top
brands. In fact, STS learns from these challenges and transfers the expertise into other fields of
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Which vehicles does STS manufacture for? Medium and Heavy Commercial Vehicles Medium
and Heavy Commercial Vehicles have tough lives, making long-haul journeys of many hundreds
of thousands of kilometres during their lifetimes. Passenger Cars Passenger cars from small to
big, from practical to sporty should guarantee low noise levels and optimised sound in all
situations. Luxury Cars Providing solutions for prestigious high-end brands is one of the most
ambitious challenges in the automotive business. Engine Bay. Vehicle's outward appearance.
Vehicle's shape and propulsion. Free Car Price Quote. It has been designed, engineered and
executed to deliver precision craftsmanship, outstanding performance, and sophisticated
luxury in a distinctly American package. The STS is equipped with two engine offerings,
including a horsepower 4. The 4. The degree 3. The valve train configuration includes roller
finger followers. The adoption of fully variable valve timing for both intake and exhaust valves
provides outstanding flexibility, fuel economy and emissions reduction. For example, 90
percent of the 3. The Northstar is equipped with a host of technologies, including four-cam
continuously variable valve timing VVT for improved performance, refinement, economy and
emissions; electronic throttle control, providing additional driving refinement. This allows the
engine control system to precisely and seamlessly tailor vehicle performance to the driver
demands; and low restriction intake and exhaust manifolds and cylinder head ports designed to
ensure optimum airflow and cylinder-to-cylinder distribution for maximum performance and
emissions control. Rear-wheel-drive STS offerings V-8 and V-6 offer an available limited slip
differential, which mechanically limits wheel spin on all surfaces for improved vehicle
performance during handling maneuvers. Vehicles equipped with the V-6, which are only
available in rear-wheel-drive, have a performance-optimized drive ratio of 3. Vehicles equipped
with the V-8 engine are available with three final drive ratios configurations; 2. Exported
vehicles are only equipped with the 3. Vehicles equipped with all wheel drive Vequipped
vehicles only have a final drive ratio of 3. Its three open differential layout, coupled with
four-wheel traction control, balances driving torque distribution to each wheel and minimizes
wheel spin to optimize on-road performance. Driver Shift Control enables the driver to switch
from automatic to a clutchless five-speed high-performance manual transmission. Once the
driver moves the gearshift lever into DSC mode, a quick tap is all that is required for smooth,
crisp upshifts or downshifts within a selected range. Performance Algorithm Liftfoot inhibits
upshifts while maintaining engine braking following continuous performance driving. The

transmission control module TCM monitors driver behavior to determine whether or not to
enable this feature. For example, if the system detects a drop in vehicle speed prior to entering
a turn or a lane change, up to two downshifts can occur to provide the driver with maximum
vehicle performance. The result is a ride that keeps drivers fresh and comfortable without
sacrificing the driving experience. Road impacts and other harsh inputs are effectively
absorbed and dissipated through ride-tuned tires, dampers, suspension components and
bushings, as well as improved structure in body-to-chassis interfaces and additional
refinements in the engine mounts. Among the many refinements found in the front suspension
components is the use of aluminum for both the upper and lower control arms, knuckles, and
brake calipers, reducing overall mass and contributing to nimble handling and dynamic wheel
control. Reduced unsprung mass requires less damping and provides better road-holding
ability. Hydraulic control arm front bushings also are used for good motion control and to
minimize high-speed road vibration by damping energy transmitted to the vehicle structure. A
hollow front stabilizer bar on all models brings weight savings and added stability. Front shocks
on base models are monotube dampers from Sachs, a leading German producer of
high-performance shock absorbers, which provide highly responsive damping of road inputs.
The fully independent multilink rear suspension with fully isolated sub frame is an
uncompromising design with excellent suspension kinematics that enables outstanding ride
and handling performance. At the same time, the other features of the suspension architecture
give it the ability to control loads and maintain stability during dynamic driving situations,
striking a balance between ride quality and high-performance handling capability. The engine
cradle on the STS, which is solid-mounted to the engine rails for more precise feel, has high
stiffness for noise isolation and optimum handling and safety performance. It has six
attachment points two more than typical for a performance sedan to better handle heavier drive
loads and energy pulses, especially in Vequipped versions. Steering input to the driver and
handling are enhanced due to a premium ZF Servotronic II rack-and-pinion speed-sensitive
steering gear optional with The ZF steering system incorporates outstanding torsional stiffness
with less operating friction. The result is steering which is very precise, with highly linear
response and extremely smooth, predictable transitions. This technology, which uses electronic
control of damping forces in a continuously variable real-time damping system to provide
exceptional responsiveness, greatly increased driver control and increased tire contact with the
road, regardless of road surface. The standard StabiliTrak system on the STS is a sophisticated
four-channel independent control to all four corners of the vehicle active handling system. The
brakes feature vented rotors consistent with the demands of a luxury performance sedan, and
aluminum calipers twin-piston front, single-piston rear to reduce weight. Base brake package
rotor dimensions are x 32 mm front and x 26 mm rear. Uplevel brake package rotor dimensions
measure x 32 mm front and x 26 mm rear. Panic Brake Assist PBA , which senses emergency
braking by detecting the speed or force the driver applies to the brake pedal and boosts the
power as needed, is incorporated into the brake system. Keyless Access enables passive
vehicle and trunk entry and push-button ignition via a personalized, keyless fob. With the key
fob in a pocket or purse, a person can approach a locked vehicle, pull the door handle and open
the door. The same concept applies when opening the trunk. The Smart Remote Start system,
which operates from as far as feet, not only starts the vehicle via fob activation but also
automatically adjusts a variety of personalization settings in the process. The STS is equipped
with large millimeter projector beam headlamps for outstanding forward- and spread-light
performance. Two projector beams are stacked vertically in each headlamp housing; the upper
projectors provide low-beam illumination, and all four projectors are illuminated for high-beam
performance. Intellibeam automatically switches headlamps from high- to low-beam and back
again when oncoming headlamps or forward lighting elements are sensed. The system makes
nighttime driving safer by providing the maximum amount of light possible for any driving
scenario. The STS is the most advanced luxury performance sedan yet from Cadillac, and
another step towards matching European performance standards. Back Home. All images and
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. No part of this website may be
reproduced without the explicit permission of the owner of this site. Based out of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, STS Technical Design provides design for engineering, automation, product
development, additive manufacturing and a growing variety of additional solutions to clients all
over the world. Each of the end-to-end technical services we offer are focused on helping your
company produce the high-quality products its customers expect. To learn more about specific
aspects of our business, click one of the buttons below now. STS Technical Design offers
robust design for engineering services at extremely competitive rates. Our current list of service
offerings includeâ€¦. If you are interested in learning more about the outsourced engineering
services provided by STS Technical Design, click the button below now to reach one of our

sales professionals. Get Technical Design Support. Thanks to strategic partnerships and a
breadth of experience, STS Additive Manufacturing now offersâ€¦. With new technology, our
customers and clients can now upload CAD designs and order 3D-printed parts online! Check
out our online additive manufacturing portal by clicking the button below now. STS Technical
Design is able to complete cradle-to-grave automation lines and work cells of every type. Our
expert team has decades of designing experience across a wide spectrum of industries
including automotive, medical, commercial construction, aerospace and hospitality. Get
Automation Support. Or perhaps you have a problem that needs solving? Both consumer
products and industrial solutions are easily within reach. We leverage our experience and
in-house prototyping capabilities to bring your product to life. Click the button below now to
contact our Product Development team. Get Product Development Support. STS Technical
Design has extensive experience with substations, site plan support, power generation and
architectural services. The team provides expertise in the fields of utility design, construction,
as-builds, drafting, engineering and research support. Back Technology Materials Back Resins.
Standard Plastic. Industrial Strength. Back Nylon Onyx. STS Technical Design Technical Design
Services Based out of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, STS Technical Design provides design for
engineering, automation, product development, additive manufacturing and a growing variety of
additional solutions to clients all over the world. Contact the STS Team. Additive Manufacturing.
Inside Our Mexico Facility. Aerospace Engineering Redirect. Our current list of service offerings
includeâ€¦ Mechanical Engineering Electrical Engineering Reverse Engineering Drafting Design
Optimization Consulting Project Management If you are interested in learning more about the
outsourced engineering services provided by STS Technical Design, click the button below now
to reach one of our sales professionals. Automation STS Technical Design is able to complete
cradle-to-grave automation lines and work cells of every type. Places allows you to see where
your friends are and share your location in the real world. When you use Places, you'll be able
to see if any of your friends are currently checked in nearby and connect with them easily. You
can check into nearby Places to tell your friends where you are, tag your friends in the Places
you visit, and view comments your friends have made about the Places you visit. Use Places to
experience connecting with people on Facebook in a completely new way. Jump to. Sections of
this page. Accessibility Help. Email or Phone Password Forgot account? Sign Up. Browse
Places Check out our new and improved places directory. People Pages Places. STPN
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